Infrastructure Australia Priority List 2020
The Western Harbour and Warringah Freeway EIS document states as one of the
justifications for the project that the project sits on the Infrastructure Australia List
(Chapter 3. Table 3-2: Strategic planning and policy framework). Chapter 3 referes to the
2018 list. The 2020list has recently been published and the WHTWF project has not moved
up the priority list whereas several other projects have.

Here are the facts:
Projects listed as higher priority than WHTBL for NSW:
Category 1) High Priority NSW Projects (with assessed business cases) = 3
Category 2) Priority NSW Projects (with assessed business case) = 1
Category 3) High Priority NSW Initiatives (some at Business Case assessment stage) = 12
Of those 16 there are:

Total Higher Priority NSW Projects = 16

8 Higher priority pubic transport projects
7 Higher priority projects in Regional Areas/ Western Sydney
Category 4) Priority Initiatives
WHTBL falls into the fourth and bottom category ie) Priority Initiatives where it states that it
does not yet have a business case assessed. There are 25 OTHER priorities on the Priority
Initiatives list, many are public transport or rail freight initiatives that would take vehicles off
our roads. Why is WHTBL being moved up the priority list when there are:
16 Projects in NSW with a higher priority than the Western Harbour Tunnel and Beaches
Link Projects. 4 of these projects have had a full business case review and a “rigorous
assessment” done by Infrastructure Australia. The WHTBL projects continue to be marked as
business case is still “under development” yet an EIS has been published laying claim to the
project needs and claiming a full assessment has been done.
Conclusion:
The WHTBL project sits amongst 32 other projects in the bottom category of the
Infrastructure Australia list. Infrastructure has earmarked it as a possible priority under the
condition that a valid business case be submitted for assessment. A business case has not
been published. The Upper House has called for the Business case of several occasions and it
has not been presented to Parliament, Infrastructure Australia or the Public. There are 16
other higher priority projects in NSW many of whom have assessed business cases and several
of which are located in Western Sydney and Regional Areas – the areas that most need the
governments investment following drought, bushfires and the economic downturn due to
COVID-19.
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Link to full list: https://www.infrastructureaustralia.gov.au/infrastructure-priority-list
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